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Introduction





Conceptual framework for RI indicators



Methodology: three approaches

Historic

Criterion-based

Benchmarking



RI Investment

Public & private



Gross expenditure on R&D as a percentage 

of GDP, 1991–2013



R&D expenditure by sector, 2003–2013



RI Capacity

Human Resources for S&T



R&D personnel (FTE) by occupation, 

2001–2013



R&D personnel (headcount) by sector,

2003–2013



R&D personnel (headcount) by gender,

2005–2013



Instructional staff (headcount) by gender, 

1990–2013



R&D personnel (headcount) by race,

2005–2013



Number of FTE researchers

10-year 

Innovation 

Plan (2006)



Headcount researchers 

per 1000 people employed

10-year 

Innovation 

Plan (2006)



Total researchers per 1000 employed



Research and innovation capacity scorecard



South African research publications as a percentage 

of world output on WoS, 1980–2013

An increase of South Africa’s

share of world publications: from 

0.4% in 1980 to 0.65% in 2013.



 Between 2003/4 and 2012/13 the RI capacity in the SA system 
increased in size

 R&D personnel counted either as headcount or FTE

 The system has shifted towards greater representation of 
female and black

 researchers; and

 instructional staff in HE.

 Total number of researcher per 1000 employed (& number of 
knowledge workers in the economy)

 Increased compared to the earliest year (2001/3)

 Did not increase if 2004/5 is taken as the proper baseline

 Contestations around the earliest R&D surveys

 Benchmarking: SA lags behind the world leaders in % improvement

Summary



RI Outputs

Graduates



Policy “documents place a premium on the accelerated 

production of PhD graduates as a prerequisite for 

economic growth, innovation and a knowledge economy”



 Doctoral students defined as belonging to the output side of 
the RI system

 Not input

 Contrary to the Frascati Manual

 Counts doctoral students as part of the RI capacity in the country

 More correct, given that 65% of all doctoral students in South Africa 
study while they work

 Trends in the number of masters and doctoral graduates

 Benchmarking indicator

 Number of PhD graduates per million of the population

 Efficiency indicator

 Number of doctoral graduates produced by doctorate academic staff 
at South African universities

Introductory comments



PhD graduates per million of the population, 

1990–2013

Number of PhDs per 

million of the 

population increased 

from 16 in 1990 to 

39 in 2013



Doctoral graduates per million per year

The National Development Plan 2030 statement that “if 

South Africa is to be a leading innovator most of the 

doctorates should be in science, engineering, technology 

and mathematics” (NPC 2012: 319) has almost been 

achieved. By 2012 53% of South Africa’s doctoral 

graduates were in these fields.



 The production of PhD graduates has increased 

substantially between 2003 and 2013

 But…

 SA is still near bottom of list of PhD-producing countries worldwide

 A large proportion of the PhD growth is comprised of non-South 

African,  African nationals

 The production of doctorates has become more 

marginally more efficient

 Despite the increase in the burden of supervision

 Because of huge growth in the number of post-graduate enrolments

 Where the average doctorate staff member produced 0.14 

PhD students in 1990, this has doubled to 0.28 in 2013

Comments



Comparison of doctoral enrolments and 

graduates (1996–2012)



Progress and completion from bachelors to 

PhD



Discourses on doctoral production in SA



Doctoral enrolments and graduates by race 

(1996–2012)

“increasing the 

number of African 

and female 

postgraduates, 

especially at 

doctoral level, to 

improve the 

research and 

innovation 

capacity and to 

normalise staff 

demographics 

(National Planning 

Commission 

[NPC] 2012: 327).



Disaggregation of PhD enrolments by 

nationality (2012)
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